The Hindi Poem Recitation Competition was held on 18 April 2018 for classes-IV and V. The children enthusiastically participated in reciting the poems on different themes like corruption, saving girl child, saving water etc.

**PRIZE WINNERS**

**FIRST PRIZE**
1. PAARISH DHILLON (V C) – PREETI HOUSE
2. ANVESHA (V D) – KIRTI HOUSE

**SECOND PRIZE**
1. KASHIKA SHARMA (V F) – JAGRITI HOUSE
2. MANN SHARMA (V A) – JAGRITI HOUSE

**THIRD PRIZE**
1. GUNIKA SANKHALA (V D) – KIRTI HOUSE

**ENCOURAGEMENT**
1. KHYATEE (V D) – NEETI HOUSE
2. ANANYA BALWAN (IV F) – KIRTI HOUSE